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Letter to AFT colleagues
I write you concerning a very serious matter.
Mter ten months of negotiations, we have not yet reached agreement with the
Board of Governors on an acceptable contract. To the contrary, the BOG'Regotiators
have consistently presented proposals contrary to the faculty welfare, and have
shown very little readiness to work in a spirit of compromise. While recent
negotiations have shown some minor signs of progress, it is clear to the AFT faculty
negotiating team that such progress as has occurred has come only as a result of the
clear demonstrations of faculty support fo r the negotiating tea m .
Because the BOG's pos ition at the bargaining table continues t o be inimical t o the fa
ulty welfare and because the BOG appears to respond only to pressure, our local's
Federation Council has reluc tantly conc luded that we must begin preparations for a
strike.
As a centra l pa rt of strike preparation, the Federation Council determined to take a

vote of the AT Membership on whether to authorize the negotiating team to call for a
strike vote of the entire faculty in the event that the negotiating team concludes that
such a step is necessary.
I would like to personally recommend a "yes" vote in this strike authorization vote
referendum. A substantial indication of support for our negotiating team from you,
the AFT membership, will significantly i nc rease the i ncentive for the BOG to revise
its thinking concerning negotiations. I assure you that I am personally co mmitted to
doing everything possible to avert a strike - everything, that is, short of violating our
organizational commitment to faculty rights and welfare . Yet, at this point in time,
direct consideration of a strike is essent ial i f that commitment is to be fulfi lled.
Sincerely,
Margaret Schmid
President
AFT Faculty Federation-BOG

GSU ARCHIVES
AFT members march
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Editorials
we the Innovator staff, regret that we could not provide coverage on �he
Inau uration of President Leo Goodman Malamuth in this issue. The reason bemg
that we do not have the facilities to process our photographs.
.
Presently we are at the mercy of ICC to provide us with pictw:es, wh1ch we must
pay for or process the pictures in our photographers home. Smce there was not
enough 'time to run to our photographers home after the events and �CC could n�t
_
supply us with pictures by our deadline we cannot pubhsh the Inauguration story unt1l
the next issue.
.
An event as important as the Presidential Inauguration should not have to be
_
delayed two weeks before it can be brought to the GSU popula�10n.
How�ver, under
history!
not
news,
with
readers
It is our desire to furnish our
present conditions there are times, according to our deadline dates, when 1t cannot be
done unless we have a means of processing our photographs.
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Good health habits

by Mary Richards
those who were underweight or less than
One thing most of us try to do is to break 10% overweight were slightly more
bad habits and develop good ones...and, healthy than the average.
much of the time, we are not too suc
... h sical ��ti�ity. Those who participate
cessful. "Bad" habits are so easy to
often in active recreational activities are
develop; while "good" habits often seem
in better health than those who do not.
difficult to begin.
Regular participation in activities such as
Some of our habits... both "good" and
active sports, swimming, taking long
"bad"... affect our general health. What
walks, working in the garden, physical
kinds of habits are favorable to health, and
exercises, weekend auto trips, hunting and
which are not? A study was conducted
fishing, seem to favor good health.
recently, in CaliforP;a, to determine t�e
Drinking. The study indicated that the
association between ''good" health hab1ts
physical health of those who never drink
and physical health. In this study,. an
alcoholic beverages does not differ from
association was found between physiCal
those who drink moderately <less than five
health and sleeping, eating, physical
drinks at one settingl. Only those who
activity, drinking and smoking habits.
drink five or more drinks at one sitting
Sleeping. The study showed that those
reported physical health problems. The
The Illinois Guidance and Personnel
who usually sleep seven or eight hours
frequency of drinking !once, twice, more Association's Commission on Cultural and
have the most favorable physical health.
than twice a week J did not appear to be Ethnic Minorities recently proposed a five
Those who usually sleep nine or more associated with physical health.
year program for enhancing guidance and
hOJU"S are less healthy than average; and
Smoking. Those who had never smoked counseling services for minority students.
the
are
tnose who sleep six hours or less
enjoy better health than do present or past This recently developed commission is
lelfst healthy. These results were similar smokers, although the differences in designed to have
statewide impact on
for men and women.
health relative to cigarette smoking are guidance programs.
Eating. The study showed that eating not as large as in the case of some other
Members of the Commission include the
regular meals 1's associated with good health practices.
following Governors State University
health. Persons in the study who eat
So, if you want to develop some "good" students and faculty: Ms. Sylvia Krepton,
breakfast nearly every day or seldom eat health habits, you should: eat regular Mr. Keith Kimmons,
Ms. Thelma Lum
between meals were in better physical meals, get seven to eight hours sleep each pkin, Ms. Barbara
Weaver, Ms. Gloria
skip
regularly
who
those
health than
night, keep your weight near averag� , Fryzel, and Ms. Cumanda del Casal.
breakfast or eat between meals.
participate in physical activity, and av01d Secretarial �ssistants are Ms. Joyce
Your weight also affects your health. smoking and excessive drinking. If you Harper and Ms. Donna
Rutledge. Faculty
For both men and women in this study, the follow all these "good" health habits, you members include:
Professor Sonya
relationship between overweight and poor may not only increase Y?Ur chance _o� Monroe-Clay, Human Services;
Dr. Paul
health is evident. Men who were 10% or living longer, but you w1ll be keepm G. Hill, Human Relations
Service; Dr.
more underweight also reported poor healthy!
Caroiyn Talbott, Human Relations Serphysical health, alt�ough underwe�ght
If you want more information about good vi-:es; Ptofe8sor William Boline, Human
women did not. Men w1th the best phys1cal health habits, write to: Illinois Depart- Services; Dr. Joyce Kennedy
(Chair
health were those 5% underweight up to
ment of Public Health, Division of person).
almost 20% overweight. Among women,· Education and Information, 525 West
The main goal of the Commission is to
Jefferson, Springfield, Illinois 62761.
improve the total educational experience

Py

GSU Members Participate in State

WI· de Plann·lng

for cultural and ethnic minorities. Com
mission objectives include: <ll increasing
counselor awareness of the social and
personal dynamics facing the ethnically
and culturally different student, ( 2 )
providing alternative strategies for
counseling minority students, and (3l
initiating action programs designed to
enrich counseling services for this unique
student population.
Commission members plan to coor
dinate a series of awareness training and
skill-building workshops throughout the
Illinois area.
Commission members plan to coor
dinate a series of awareness training and
skill-building workshops throughout the
Illinois area.
The first Commission presentation will
be made during the 1977 IGPA Chicago
Convention, Pick Congress Hotel on
Thursday, Oct. 27, 10:30 to 11:30 AM. All
interested persons are invited to attend.
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SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Sept. 30 Governor James R. Thompson said last
week <Tuesday, September 27) that he has
completed action on the 1,332 bills sent to
his desk by the General Assembly.
Included in the actio� taken by the
Governor were approvl\lS of 1,003 bills,
veto of 147 and amendatory veto of ll8. In
addition, Thompson used his reduction or
line-item veto on 64 others.
Gov. Thompson's final bill action took
place Tuesday and included 15 bills signed,
another three vetoed. Recent action has
included the following:
PUMP PRICE••• Signs at gasoline
filling stations advertising the price of fuel
must reflect the actual pump price and the
type of product sold under House Bill 167
signed recently by Gov. Thompson. It
requires station .owners to include aU stat�
and federal taxes in the advertised price.
Sponsors were Rep. James P. McCourt,
Evanston, and Sen. Arthur L. Berman,
Chicago. 0660*•77)
V I C T IM
PROTE CTIO N•••
The
Governor used his amendatory vetq to
provide more stringent protection to the
victim in a rape case under provisions of
H.B. 760 Under the bill as amended by
Gov. Thompson, it will be easier to
prosecute alleged rapists. The Governor
vetoed H.B. ll85 which, he said, would
have had the effect of lessening the penalty
for rape or deviate sexual assault. H.B.
637, sponsored by Reps. Peter P. �eters,
Aaron Jaffe, and Sen. Harold Washington,
all of Chicago, and signed by Gov.
Thompson recently adds medical services
for rape victims to the list of medical
services . provided under the Illinois
Department of Public Aid. < 1661••n:
DRASTIC DEVIATION••• Illinois
Insurance Director Richard L. Mathias
last week <Sept. 29) announced he had filed
suit against the Insurance Superintendent

of the State of New York to protect more
than 2,500 Illinois policyholders and
claimants. IUinois has also filed suit
against Empire Mutual Insurance Com
pany of New York for failure to honor
more than $1 million in outstanding claims
in'IIIinois. "Every policy in every state but
New York has been cancelled by Empire
and the company is only paying claims
presented by New York claimants,"
Mathias said. "This is a drastic deviation
from the insurance laws of both states," he
said. <1683**77 )
STATE MUSEUM

SC H E DU LE•••

Although most State of Illinois offices will
be closed Monday, October 10, in ob
servance of Columbus Day, the Illinois
State Museum will also be open to visitors
on the traditional date of Columbus Day,
October 12. <SM Oct ll
UNACCEPTABLE
R I SK••• Illinois
Attorney General William J. Scott recently
charged that the radiation threat of the
nation's largest commercial high-level
nuclear waste disposal facility in Morris,
Illinois is an unacceptable risk to the six
million people in northern Illinois who live
within 80 miles of the site. 'Scott urged a
U .S. House Subcommittee tha t a
"federally owned and operated disposal
site should be established as soon as
possible in as remote an area as can be
found."
ILLI N OIS G RAIN••• The United States
may be getting a better break as far as the
lowering of some trade barriers to the
European Common Market goes, but it
probably won't mean much to Illinois
grain farmers, according to State
Agriculture Director John R. Block. Just
back from a European market evaluation
trip, Block made the comments after
conferring with U.S. Agriculture
Department officials and other state
Agriculture
Department
officials.
<161s••77>
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Governors State University is now an American Collf!ge Testmg - Proficiency
Examination Program Center CACT-PEP>. The battery of 47 examinations will be
administered on November 3 and 4, 1977; February 2 and 3, 1978; May 4 and 5, 1978
and August 3 and 4, 1978.
The ACT-PEP provides students the opportunity to obtain recognition for college
level learning, no matter how or where it was acquired. Several GSU programs will
be granting credit by examination and other units are considering the option.
Please direct inquiries to David Suddick. Student Services ext. 2128.
Parental attitudes and perfoance of deaf adolescents will be discussed at Governors
State University October 26.
The free pu lic/faculty research seminar will be at 2:30p.m. in Engbretson hall.
Dr.Jay Lubtnsky and Ms. Janet Pasteris of the College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences will lecture.

�

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill.- Featured professionally are an art student and an
art alumna of Governors State University.
CTA Transit News devotes a page to work by Harry Garrett, an employee and an
M.A. student in visual art in the College of Cultural Studies at GSU. Pictured in his
aluminum-plated portrait of antoher CTA employee.
There will be a show in New York City Monique Knowlton gallery by Margaret
Wallace, who received B.A. and M.A. in visual art. Her rent show was at Provin
cetown, Mass., Paul Kessler gallery.

PARK F ORES T SOU TH, Ill. -Two professional journals are publishing papers by a
Governors State University professor.
Suzanne Prescott's paper on home ecology will appear in Housing Educator's Joul.
Her scientific publication patterns will be in the Quarterly Journal of Ideology.
Both papers are from Or. Prescott's presentations at the
American Psychological association.
She is university professor of behavioral studies in the College of Human Learning
and Development at GSU.

GEN ERIC DRUGs••• Calling it "an important initial step toward the lowering of
health care costs," Gov. Thompson last week signed H8 1650, the Generic Drug Bill.
The lei!islation authorizes pharmacists to substitute, with tbe approval of the person
for whom a prescription has been written, a generic name drug of a lower cost for a
brand name drug. Sponsors of the bill were Reps. William A. Marovitz, Chicago and
Lee A. Daniels, Elmhurst and Sen. Dawn Netsch, Chicago. (1634•�)

FOSTER PA R Es••• Persons who apply for a license to be foster parents will now
have to submit to a background investigation from the Ulinois Department of Law
Enforcement under legislation signed last week by Gov. Thompson. "In the past,
some children placed in foster homes have been physically abused," Gov. Thompson
said. "Later it was discovered that s ome of these foster parents had criminal
records." The Governor said that HB 761, sponsored by Reps. Jane Barnes, Oaklawn
and Aaron Jaffe, Skokie and by Sen. Philip J. Rock, Chicago, will help prevent this
problem. ( 1637··�7)

STUDE N T LOANs••• Legislation designed to increase the dollars available for
student loans from Illinois lending institutions was signed Sept. 21 by Gov. Thompson.
HB 1789 creates the Illinois Designated Account Purchase Program <IDAPP) which,
Thompson said, is intended to provide a "creative new partnership" between state
government and commercial lenders. IDAPP will take over problem student loans,
giving bal)ks an incentive to increase the number of such loans in the future. Sponsors
of the bill were Rep. Giddy Dyer, Hindsale and Sen. Terry Bruce, Olney.
OBSCENE MATERIALS••• Gov. Thompson (Sept. 23) used his mandatory veto on
a bill which would have decriminalized the sale or distribution of obscene materials to
consenting adults. The amendatory veto of HB 1915 adds language to the measure to
Preserve the rights of local governments to to regulate by zoning places where ob
scene materials are sold or distributed. Gov. Thompson said that his veto was
designed to return the bill to the General Assembly "Cor a second look."
(1651."'77)

Students Papers:
Advertising Their Rights
owned
privately
The right d a
newspaper to refuse advertising has long
been established. Many major daily
newspapers have restrictive ad policies on
pornography, for example.
.
The Gallo issue soon took hold on all the
campuses where debates
California
be tween Gallo representatives and
student journalists were waged. The result
was that student staffs were invariably
split down the middle as to where they
stood on the issue.

(CPS>- 1be Wildcat News & Review in
Chico, California joined the ranks of more
than 100 student newspapers nationally
late last spring when the paper severed its
umbilical cord to the university and en
tered into a contractual arrangement with
the school.
Over the past few years student
newspapers which could possibly support
advertising
themselves on combined
revenues and student . fees money have
have been increasingly opting for a con
tractual arrangement with the student
government and/or the administration.
The arrangement benefits everyone.
The student paper gets a healthy dose of
reality as it learns that advertisers are the
lifeblood of a newspaper.
The student government learns that with

a contract it can not expect to manipulate
the editorial content of the paper or
threaten it with a funding cut the first time
the president of the student government is
criticized in print.
The students also are freed to use and
develop in their own skills as journalists
without an instructor breathing down their
backs.
Although many administrators over the
years have treated their students as less
than journalists, court rulings haven't.
Most censorship and harrassment of the
college media results from lack of in
formation rather than from genuine
power-mad malice.
The birth of The Wildcat News & Review
is significant since it embodies the major
issues that have been at play in the college
media over the last year. The Wildcat had
always had a stormy relationship with the
school, especially as the Wildcat continued
to wander off campus and increase its
coverage of community events.
Struggles came and struggles went until
last September. That was when newspaper
baron Dean Lesher, also a member of the
California state system that the papers
had six months to cease discriminatory
advertising policies. Simply stated the
directive said that commercial as well as
political advertisers enjoy First Amend
ment protections in their dealings with
state campus newspapers.
What the directive didn't address was
whose freedom was to reign supreme in a
conflict situation.
directive caused immediate
The
problems on the campuses where anti
Gallo support is strong. Bob Speer, then
general manager of the Wildcat at Chico
put it this way, saying "the fundamental
question here is whether a student editor
has the right to control advertising content
of their papers as well as editorial con
tent."

The Wildcat, tired of the continued
that accompanies any
harrassment
student paper, contacted the Center for the
Rights of Campus Journalists <CRCJ), a
Denver-based organization that provides
legal research and referral to college
editors facing censorship or other legal
questions.
The Wildcat, which had already been
exploring the possibility of independence
began moving toward the goal with in
creased determination as a result d the
September ruling.
This spring the United States Supreme
Court affirmed the right of the student
editor to refuse advertising. By denying
certioari to the Mississippi Gay Alliance
CMGA) v. Goudelock case, the Supreme
the
recognized
Court affirmed and
student editor's right to control of content
-both editorial and advertising.
The Goudelock case involved the editor
State newspaper
the Mississippi
of
refusing to accept a paid advertisement to
the Reflector that described hours and
services offered by a gay rights counseling
service. Mter editor Bill Goudelock
refused twice to print adYertisement from
the group, a suit was filed in US District
Court that claimed that the refusal to
print the paid advertisement was a
violation of the gay rights group's First
Amendment Freedom.
The MGA lost in US District Court in 1974
when the court said that since there was no
indication that the school or any university
official had anything to do with the refusal
of the advertisement, there was no lack of
control on the university's part. The court
ruled that since the decision to refuse the
advertisement was based solely on the
editor's news judgement that "no state
action was involved." The court drew a
distinction between government action
and the private action of a student editor.
On appeal, the Gay Alliance lost again
when the court said "the editor of the
Reflector had the right that the newspaper
would not be involved, even peripherally,
with df-campus homosexually-related
activity."
The Court's homophobia .Side, this
decision and the subsequent denial of
certioari from the Supreme Court af
firmed and recognized an editor's right to
refuse advertising.

LOCAL B E ER••• A bill to provide a potentially life-saving tax break for the last
small independent brewery in Illinois has been approved by Gov. Thompson. "This
bill could mean the difference between survival and the loss of one Illinois business,"
the Governor said. The business is the Peter Hand Brewing Company, Chicago, with
an annual payroll of more than $1.5 million for its 106 employees. The bill provides for
a reduction in the firm's liquor tax. ( 1650•�7)

RESEARCH

TELEPHONE SHUT••• HB 1002 to combat telephone smut calls by making them
Class B misdemeanors has been signed into law by the Governor. Sponsors were Rep.
Ellis Levin, Chicago, andS. Max Coffey, Charleston. 0619••77)

Assistance
ALL SUBJECTS
Choose from our library of

V IC11MS' COMP ENSATION••• The victim of a crime can receive court ordered
monetary compensation for property loss or damage under SB 968, sponsored by Sen.
Robert Lane, Chicago Heights and Rep. Michael Getty, Dolton and signed by Gov.
Thompson last week. The Governor also signed HB 1112 to provide injunctive court
relief for BATTERED SPOUSES. That bill's sponsors were Rep. Alan J. Greiman,
Skokie, and Sen. Arthur L. Berman, Chicago.
30
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All papers have been prepared by our
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GSU President Addresses
Veteran Interests

Dave Murray

Vets Club
The Vets Club of GSU has a new acting President as of Oct. 3. Carney A. Barr, of
Matteson, was elected to the post unanimously at the Club's organization meeting.
Mr. Barr has previously served as Club secretary, and is currently active as a
member of the GSU founda tion ( a private group of friends of the Universi ty ) . His
dedication and organizing expertise is widely recognized at GSU and the local com
munity, where he is an active pa rticipant in civic affairs. The recently . married
President-elect is a graduate student in Pti>lic Service.
Any student-staff faculty veteran interested in finding out more about the GSU
Vets Club can contact Mr . Barr at ext.2125, or can stop by the Vets Club office located
at the rear of the Student Services office complex .
Other officers of the Club are: Fred Parker, vice-president; Rich Johnson,
Secretary ; and Dave Murray, treasurer.
The new faculty advisor to the Club is Dr. Bill Rogge of Hill.

Reflecting the concern of the GSU administra tion for the wel fare of student
vetera ns, President Leo Goodman-Mala muth has bee n in contact with key members
of Congress responsible for veterans legislation. The purpose of this is to better in
form the a ppropriate legislative committees of the unique ci rcumstances of student
veterans and GSU vets in particular. The President's efforts were ackknowledged
recently ina letter from Ray Roberts, chairman of the House Veteran's Affairs
Committee.
At a time when vetera n's benefits a re coming under i ncreasing attack, support of
this weight and authority is criticially needed and greatly appreciated by the GSU
veteran community.

So says the VA.
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Contact nearest VA office
(check your phone book) or
a local veterans group.
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DEADLINE DATE

PUBIJCIIING DATE

For tho e interested in placing articles
of interest, adds, etc. in the Innovator.
copy deadline is 3:00 p m. e very Tuesday.

DEAR
D

June 14, 1977
June 28, 1977
August 9, 1977
August 23, 1977
September 6, 1977
September 20, 1977
ctober 4, 1977
October 18, 1977
\lovember 1, 1977
\lovember 15, 1977
\lovember 29, 1977
D�ember 13, 1977

G.S.U.

R.

job opening

WAC�Y

Governors State University is in t he
process of selecting for a period of six
monthsa University Resear ch Associa te.
The Research Associa te will be involved in
the recruitment process. Familia rity with
the academic programs at GSU Ad
missions and Records, and Univ rsity
Relations is a requirement, as well as
possession of
an academ ic degree.
Communication and organiza tional skills
are also required .
!ho:se terested should pick up an ap
phcatton and return it to the Dean of
Special
Programs
and
Instruc tional
Services in the Learning Resources Center
no la ter than October 21, 1977. Starting
date of employment will be November 1
1977. Governors State University is a
Affirmative Acting/Equal Opportunity
employer and encourages applica tions
from membe rs of minority groups and

June 20, 1977
August 1, 1977
Augus t 15, 1977
August 29, 1977
September 12, 1977
September 26, 1977
October 10, 1977
October 24, 1977
November 7, 1977
November 21, 1977
december 5, 1977
December 19, 1977

�

.The INNOVATOR is pleased to announce the beginning of a regular feature in the
publication called; Doctor Wacky's Wisdom. We have become somewhat aware that
there are many people on campus with questions and concerns that we can with the
help of Dr. Wacky's witty words of wisdom.
If you don't believe it, just write to Dr. Wacky and answers on any subject will be

printed in the IN NOVATOR.
Dr. Wacky will become a household word. Your questions will help earn his keep.
Sex problem s, Marital difficulties, Htunan relations problems; all are part of his
subject matter and area of expertise. Try it you might like the a nswers you get. Try to
s t u m p the ole doc. We a re betting that you can ' t .
Send your questions a nd/or querries to: Doctor Wackys Wisdom . c / o The IN
N OVATOR Governors State University, Park Forest South, Illinois

SELL HI-FI EQUIPMENT

Be our exclusive rep on your
campus· ALL BRANDS
WRITE

AUDIO OUTLET

325 l'lscxk Avenue
Wast.lglon T CJWMiip. New Jlnly 07675
Allention: Artenl Muzylla (2011666-8868

·

�

women.

·1977 Stu(lent Photography

RESEARCH
Send only two dollars (to cover
postage) for your copy of our
latest ma1l-order catalog of over
7,000 research papers.
•

Exhibit
(Facul ty Juried)

Oct. 8-31

Quellty Unaurpe11ed

• Felt, Dependeble Setv#ce
• Speechea, Reporta, etc.
All Matena11 So'<l
Fo, Research AISIIIInGe Only

AUTHORS' RESEARCH SERVICES INC
407 South Dearborn Street, Suite 600
Ch1cago. llhnoos 60605
312-922-0300

Opening Reception Oct. 8

1:30

Infinity Gallery
Governors State University
Park Forest South, Illinois
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MARGULIE:S
col•_press service

f'Jh£ [/nnotJa.to'L

CPS W\TCHES THE WORLD WATCH YOU !!

A fan of mine recently told me she
thought I was preoccupied with humorous
stories. She said, "I should report on social
problems of the day." Well in reply let me
quote Shakespeare,. "The web of our life is
of a mingled yarn, good and ill together."
From All's Well that Ends Well, Act IV. I
know some of you think all I ever read is
Playboy. I don't relate to the social issues
d our day because my attitude is people
see and hear so much they tune out after
awhile.
If all television, or newspapers, or
magazines had only items about the
problems of the day they would be as
popular, as Darth Vader in a kissing booth.
<He's my hero from Star Wars.) My sense
or lack of sense of humor comes from my
background. Very early in life I knew life
was unfair and to survive I could strike out
with rage or ridicule with humor. I chose
humor.
We all have our problems we all have
our fears, and we all worry about things.
As humans our days are numbered from
the day we are born. Some of us will be
relatively happy some won't. We all have
pain in our lives - and I like to try to laugh
my troubles into control.
There are enough good reporters around
to inform you of social problems. Also you
each know of your own problems I don't
have to tell you anymore about them. As
my love buddy once said, "Matt some
things happen no matter what you do -- so
do the best you can with what you got."
End
P.S.
Remember to read the next article for
some more true life experiences. This time
I relate my first blind da� --we all had at
least one. I won't spoit it for you, but I will
give you her name - Chewie - that's not
her real name but she looked like Chewie
the Wookie in Star Wars -may the force be
with you if not try prune juice.

The 1977 National Business Education
association award of merit for outstanding
achievement in business education has
been presented to a Governors State
University student. Ernestine Nururdin of
Chicago, center, receives the award from
Dr. Margaret Morton, coordinator for
business education, and Dr. Dan Swenson,
business education, both of the College of
Business and Public Service at GSU. Ms.
Nururdin is pursing her master's degree in
business education, after receiving a B.A.
degree at GSU. An official court reporter
for the Circuit Court of Cook County she is
in "Who's Who Among College and
University Students in the United States."

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill.- Mini
grants for research and creative projects
will be offered for the sixth ) ear by
Governors State University.
The program provides assistance for
faculty, professional staff, ancf students,
the latter when sponsored by a member of
the faculty.
Research and creative project� that help
the university achieve its goal and fulfill
its mission are given highest vriority, as
are projects which provide the basis for
larger proposals appropriale for sub
mission to external soonsors.

Deadline for submission of applications
is Friday, October 14, l!m. Approved
projects may start in early l'i !vember and
must be completed by June, 1978.
Guidelines and application forms may
be secured from the Office of Research.
_
Further information may be obtaJ� ed
_
from Dr. Robert Krebs, associate
president for research, wh? is the mmt
_
grant review commattee chairperson.

Y_JC�

The Devil at 2:00 A.M.
B Y : M atthew A. Koswenda
The scene is South Vietnam late Summer 1972 in a concrete bunker. There is a
ro
(me) a young, handsome, army sergeant who is less than 150 days away from bemg
an unemployed civilian.
·
.
.
.
I was loose my last days of my tour to me it seemed like I was �rn m Vaetn�, and
that killing was natural. My last days I had soft duty because my bme was comu,g up
to leave the service. This night I drew a real zero as my guard duty bunker mateThomas.
.
Thomas was a short, curly haired jerk with a foul mouth, and unfnendly manner. I

�

don't like people like that because I'm easy going.
.
So here we are in the bunker and Thomas has on sunglasses at 2:00A.M. on a mght
so dark you couldn't see six feet in front of y�. T mas w�s a finance clerk, who was
shifted to mechanic when he kept getting offacer s pay maxed up. Thomas also was
strange.
.
.
.
I'm sitting there smoking my pipe, and relaXJng thinking of leaVIn
· � f or the worJd.
.
When yrryo starts talking. Thomas has re-upped for four years and IS exctted about
going toGermany.
,
.
Thomas: "You know Matt, I don't have any college degree like you; but I 11 do well
in life-the army will take care of me life is tough on the outside.
Me: "O.K., Thomas, I know being a lifer is great but do you mmd I'm mentally
dreaming nice thoughts."
Thomas: "You know you're a really silly guy; do you know that �re ar� pow�rs
around us not to be taken lightly. (I've been giving Thomas a hard time by agnonng
him or talking about silly subjects like women-silly to him>.
,
.
Me: "I know Thomas, there's a Jot around us not to be taken hghtly; but I don t

�

lOT DOGS
Crawford Ave
&
SaukTrall
Richton Park, IL

OPEN 11 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
7DAYSAWEEK
PHONE

747-9549

care."

�

·
.
.
•
Thomas: "For a man that's seen as much action and IS a college g ad you re Immature."
Me: "Immature but one hella of a lover."
Thomas: "Do you know there is magic all around us••"
Me: "Yes. Every time I see a nice looking lady I feel the magi�."
,
Thomas: "No-real magic! I have the power to make the devil appear.
ME: "Hal Hal hey, don't do that he might be with a hot number now."
Thomas: "Screaming that did it."
.
.
.
He runs outside to start to chant - for real I mean he's chantmg m but no dice.
About twenty minutes later my roommate- Fred Washington comes by.
Fred: "Matt, what's that ass-Thomas doing."
Me: "Chanting for the devil to appear."
Fred: "Hal Hal -you jiving me man."
. .
Me: "No, Fred, he may do it after all the sisters beat the fear of the devil mto mehe may do it."
,
Fred: "Well, Matti 'll see you later got to make it back to the bunker.
.
. .
Me: "Stick around Fred let's talk about ( Unfit to speak about has to do wath this gtrl
Fred knows back in Harlem who saw a picture of the two of us together and wants to
meet me- I was inquiring into her health.)
.
. .
, .
Thomas comes in about an hour and says the conditions aren t nght- told him I
may meet his friend one day but I wasn't in any hurry. Never forgot that mght! Fred,
wrote me because I left about seven months bef�re him of!las was discharged
.
because his dad killed himself and his mom was m a mental usbtub� . Then o�
first time I knew that Thomas was not kidding about his pal. A film vers�� of thiS ISm
the media library. The cast was excellent. It was filmed b� an outstandmg July 1�7
T.V. production crew under the direction of an excellent director Dr. Mel Muchnik.
Fred never did introduce me to that lady.

�

�

�
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Integrated
Studies
Worth
Big Bucks
Tacoma, Wash <I.P.> -The Integrated
Studies Program at Pacific Lutheran
University, funded by a $200,000 grant
from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, unites the expertise of over 30
faculty from all areas of the arts and
sciences in four sequences of courses
which address the general theme of the
new program, "The Dynamics
of
Change."
The sequences focus on the acceleration
of change in all aspects of our national life.
Each sequence complements the others,
integrating knowledge and skills from
many special fields into a coherent treat
ment of problems such as the energy
crisis. changes in social and moral values,
the effects of man's communications and
the dominance of technology over cultural
developments.
The four sequences in the ISP program
are entitled "The Idea of Progress,"
"Human Responsibility," "Word and
World." and "Limits to Growth." Two
courses are offered in each sequence and
students are expected to complete three of
the four sequences and a final seminar.
"One of the purposes of integrated
studies is to help make students aware of
the interrelationships among the kinds of
knowledge required in social decision
making," according to Dr. Curtis Huber,
director of the ISP program. For instance,
he said, "it is no longer enough to know
how to build a freeway, harvest the seas or
mine the earth."
"The freeway, when built, may improve
a city's economy but ruin its beauty, hurt
wildlife, displace some residents or doc_>m
some businesses. Monstrous factory sh1ps
may drain 'he oceans of their fish to help
feed the -n.orld but leave behind a legacy of
pollution or extinct species. Coal unearth
ed may alleviate energy shortages but foul
the air and denude the land," he pointed
out.
"Integrated studies are intended to give
a sense of wholeness, of the integrity of
knowledge and its power to change our
lives when applied to human needs."

Editor's Note: This tyPe of program
seems ideally suited to implementation by
GSU, given this University's population,
expertise, and stated goals and objectiv�
as an innovative institution. With this kind
of funding ava ilable, GSU could certainly
develop a quality program which would
give the niversity national recognition. We
invite· aay comments from our readers
(especlaUy Administration) on this sub

ject.

Pa...k 9ou�t .:S'!uth, {/[[.
-�
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FREE SKI
LESSON
WILMOT MT.
WITH $10
SKI DEPT.
PURCHASE!

FREE GRAND PRIZE-

BIG SKY MONTANA-7 DAY
SKI TRIP FOR TWO
/

INC[UDES AIRFARE ./

,

I

11
·

2nd PRIZE-WEEK-END SKI TRIP FOR
TWo aoYNE MT.. MICHIGAN
��
3rd PRIZE-:-$300 ROSSIGNOL SKI PKG.

FREE Installation Of Bindings
(With Binding and Ski Purchase)

FREE Lift Tickets To Playboy Club
(With s_:;o.oo Ski Equipment Purchase)
.

•

•FREE Sk1 Pens •FREE Sk1 T1es
TO ALL!

TO ALL!

COMPAIII JAlUIIS DUI liST ISTIMATIIf WIIAT MIIICMA.IIU WAS OR IS 111M seLl fH 1• TMI CNICAII AIU & II fll lff(IIIIC( 1'11-IU lilY.

SOUTHWEST

SOUTHEAST

NORTH

WEST

TORRENCE AT 1&5TH
CALUMET CITY

HARLEM & DEMPSTER
NILES

ROOSEVELT & MAIN
LOMBARD

IJuat South

IJuat South of

lin Super City P'l•••l

(In llooaevelt P'l•••l

of Slth St. I

lllver Oaka Centarl

CICERO AT 91TH ST.
OAK LAWN

Novice skiers get help in gearing up
What kind of skis are best for a beginner? How long should your poles be? What
should you look for in boots" How jmportant are bindmgs?
"The variety of ski equipment available today can be pretty confusmg for the
novice,'' say Mike Fitzgerald, ski manager for Sportmart and a member of the

newly trained "ski quard" now on staff at the store's four locations to help ex
perienced as well as novice skiers get ready for winter.
Fitzgerald's first piece of advice for the downhill set is: "Buy, don't rent." " 'o one
should rent equipment more than the one or two times it take to find out1f he or she
likes the sport,'' he says "Equipment must be geared specifically to the height,
weight and experience of the skier, and once that skier is on to the higher slopes
renting equipment can be dangerous."
Generally speaking Fitzgerald advises beginners to purchase short, flexible skis,
which may not offer top speed but will be easy to maneuver.
He also suggests the beginner choose rigid steel poles that measure up to
somewhere between the waist and elbow in length. Bindings, one of the most import
ant factors in skier safety, must offer quick release, and boots should combine
comfort as well as funtion.
The minimum price for all four pieces of equipment, he estimates would run around
$160.00.
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Sportmart. which carries ski clothes as well as equipment, will launch its

now

season with a "Ski Spectacular" on Saturday and Sunday, October 15 and 16, at its
four locations: Harlem and Dempster in
Torrence at 165th

iles; Roosevelt and Main in Lombard;

m Calumet City and Cicero at 95th in Oak Lawn.
During the two days shoppers will be offered free
binding installation with any purchase of skis and
bindings, a free Allsop boot tree with any purchase
of boots and free ski lessons at Wilmot Mountain Ski
School with any $10 purchase.
The first 100 shoppers each day of the Ski Spectacular will recieve a $5 gift cer
tificate toward any purchase in the ski department, while all shoppers will g�t free ski
lies, ski pens and hot wax application for their new or old skis.

In addition they will have the opportunity to enter a free drawing for: a seven day
ski trip for two to Big Sky Montana; a week for two at Boyne Mountain Lodge, or a
$300 package of ski equipment.
As for the advice: "That's always free," says Fitzgerald.

Cffu. £/nnova.to'f.

'
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Tryouts for Childrens Theatre
a r( • ly tl 's

�

�

A talent of the first magni tude, BER
NADETTE
PETERS, stage, motion
picture and television star, will delight
Chicago audiences Tuesday, October 11th,
through Sunday, October 16th, at DRURY
LANE THEATRE at WATER TOWER
PLACE.
Enhancing the billing is special guest
star Jay Leno, who played Jay Hooper on
the Marilyn McCoo-Billy Davis, Jr.,
Summer Show for television.
BERNADETT E PETERS won her first
Tony Award nomina tion for a starring role
several seasons ago opposite Robert
Preston in David Merrick's "Mack &
Mabel", directed by Gower Champion.
Her second nomination was for a revival of
"On11te Town. "
From 1m to 1976 the blonde actress has
appeared in five motion pictures : "Ace Eli
and Roger of the Skies," "The Longest
Yard, " "W.C. Fields & Me," "Vigilante
Forece," and "Silent Movie."
Television viewers have enjoyed seeing
her on most of the major talk, panel and
variety shows as well as co-star of the 19761977 CBS-TV series "All's Fair. "
BERNAD ETTE
PETERS' personal
philosophy is "a performer has a
responsibility to brg something with him to
an audience . . . whatever he does . . . to make
people feel good and happy . " And she does
just tha t ! Make yourself happy, enjoy a
BERNADETTE PETERS perrmance at
8 : 30 P. M . Tuesday through Thursday , at
7 : 00 P.M. and 1 0 : 00 P. M. on Friday and
Saturday, and at 7 : 00 P. M . on Sunday.
Ticket prices are $12.00, main floor and
box seats ; $10.00, rear main floor, and
$8.00, mezzanine. Tickets are available at
the box office, 175 Chestnut, and a t
Ticketron. For further information and
reserva tions , phone the theatre at (312)
266-o500.

On Tuesday September 'l7, 1m the room of five people behind the purple doors,
were treated first to an entree of Woody Woodpecker, then to a main course of blood,
guts, and violence. Will one G.S.U. student be able to use this as a defense, if that
student commits a vile act? (Currently a defendent in a California court case claims
innocence on the basis of overexposure to Kojak violence ) . Appetites could have been
sustained better if the financial budget had allowed for something better than a
second or third rate print. Also someone who knew how to focus the projector.
However despite these technical difficulties Dirty Harry is a good movie. In the first
scene, through the use of aerial photography we (audience of 5 people) get our first
look at Dirty Harry's world. And With it's assortment d psychopath murderer, social
conscious official, and various other deviants we (5 viewers) are made to realize it is
a dirty world !
So our sympathy is won, after all anyone can understand that police work involves
long hours, lots of hard work and little rew ards. So this is why Harry when dealing
with the rea l world is dirty ! But the young inexperienced sociology major rookie does
not know so he asks Why Do They Call You Dirty Harry? Through the course of the
film he is provided with four answers . 1. Dirty Harry in the line of duty appears to be a
peeping tom. 2. Violent murders which sicken the young rookie are passe to Harry. 3.
When resucing the horrified suicide victim from the ledge Harry uses his dirty
psychology and knocks the guy out. 4. Harry gets the worst jobs. There are only a few
parts when the film is not realistic. For instance, -even when Harry is wounded he
remains coo l thereby maintaining his super hero image. The filin accomplishes its
psychological objectives well through the way it was filmed, fine acting, and ghostly
music which creates tension as well as helping to build to a climax. The beginning of
the second half was better because the yellow line running down the middle was gone
but we• were still out of focus. We a re not fortunate enough to hear an ending because
throughthe course of the second half we lose sound but finally gain a clear focus !

PHONE IN AD.
534-SOOO ext. 2260
P.A.G. seeks

The Performing Ar.ts Guild ( P.A.G.) a
student organization
which
sponsors
Theatre, Music, and Dance Events at
G.S.U. is now seeking new members. By
becoming P.A.G. members, students
would be eligible for ticket rebates from
plays, music,and other cultural events.
SDudent members to be eligible for ticket
rebates must be willing to participate as
u s he r s ,
as
c a s h i e rs ,
or
as
technicalassistants at G.S.U. tunctions.
P.A.G. not only provides the G.S.U.
cmunity with the Arts, but through ticket
rebates helps support them. In the past
P.A.G. Made possible "The Jim Piekarc
zyk's Percussion Seminar" which featured
REAL LIVE ARABIAN BELLY DANCERS ! So come on G.S.U. students get

involved with P.A.G. It might provide you
with
some meaningful cultural
ex
periences as well as new friendships. For
further information call Ron Wirth at
ex tension 2202.

Free Classified
Advertisement tor All
G.S.U. Students

Salm Duo Recital Coming

������ � �;:� ;

I

be presented Sunday, October 30, 1977 at 7 : 00 P.M.
at the Music
rs tate U�iversity .
s concert will feature Susan Salm on
_
a.
on
mno. ThiS IS a return engagement of a mother
P
its ideal ensemble playing
l
i
45
2
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The INNO VA TOR
Governors State University
Park Forest South, 60466

Warrick Carter to Write Musical Composition

new members

Coming Attraction ...Music

i
da

EJCt.(s} 2260 and 2J.40

Why do they call you Dirty Harry

Coming Attraction ... Theatre

:OVill

INNOVA TOR Phone 534-5000

Review ... Film

Interested actors, singer, and/or dan
cers may try-out on any one d the above
dates either between 1 0 : 00 a.m. and 12 :00
noon or 1 : 00 p.m. to 3 : 00 p.m. For further
information contact Temmie Gilbert'
Director by phoning 534-5000, Ext. 2 1 1 9.

1 1
a d

��

�

The G
ld�n's Theatre Touring
Schools ts begmrung its fi fth year of
playing for and with young people d all
ages. It concluded its �t successful
season last year with a performance at the
American Theatre Association's National
Convention .

S � lm Duo

/�,
� ,/

lJ L'"t U R A L
A LEN DA R

Tryouts for adults to fill roles in the
Governors
tate University Children's
Theatre Tounng Production will be held on
Oct. 10, 11, and 12 in the Drama Workshop
at the University. 1be troupe will tour to
sc�ls and community centers with an in
ventJve , fun-filled audience participation
_
onented
production.

�

�

for Chicago Symphony Orche·stra
The Chicago Symphony orchestra has
com missioned
a
Governors
State
University professor to write a musical
composition.
Warrick Carter's work will be per
formed in the Junior Governing board in
school ensemble program .
He will write a quintet for four strings
and one woodwind instrument.
Dr.
Carter previously received a
Federalagency grant for three com
positions for an instrumtation of chamber
orrhestra and jazz ensemble. The jaz-

folk/ethnic composition fellowship grant
was by the national Endowment for the

Arts, a Federal agency advisc:d by the
National Council on the Arts.
Dr. Carter as university professor of
music in the College of Cultural studies at
Governors State University directs the
university'�
internationally acclaimed
jazz program .
He is secretary and treasurer d the
National Association of Jazz Educators
and nationalsecretary d the Black Music
caurus

r----+1
HI-FI? WHEN YOU WANT SOMETHING BmER, SEE US!
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Make you r voice heard on
sta nding committees

suz anne ua ig

Shou ld Pornography Be Censored

,.

_

By Suzanne Haig
Like mushrooms springing up in the
night, pornography is everywhere and
everyone has an opinion about it .
One finds :
The hysteria around election time.
"Irate citizens" taking the law into their
own hands to "clean out smut from the
neighborhood. "
Politicians linking i t with general "law
and order" issues.
"Discrete" businessmen behind the
scenes raking in the bucks.
Mafia elements trying to make porn as
acceptable as vending machines.
Most attacks on pornography are moral,
religious or just plain neurotic outrage of
someone suffering
from
repressed
sexua lity. These rarely hit the mark as far
as getting to the meaning of pornography.
But with the rise of the womans
movement, it is becoming clearer that
porn is used to reinforce and perpetuate
the role of women in society - it is a form of
propaganda and also an escape valve.
And, of course, it is big business.
Big Escape
"Opium of the people" has been used to
describe many things. In today's world the
alienation is so great that one needs "the
Big Fix . " For men this means drugs and
porn.
Sports serve
as a milder form of
·
"opium."
For women the "opium" consists of
romance,
fashion,
recipes,
hairdo's,
makeup, and "how to raise kids . " But
women are also becoming a market for
"soft porn . " And drugs are also wide
spread.
Society through pornography •as an
institution provides an outlet for the male
to project his self hate, aggression and
acute frustration onto women.
The woman's movement in the fight for
economic, social and political equality
comes head on against pornogrpahy, the
reinforcement
of
reflection
and
everything the woman's mpvement
is
·
opposed to.
In this way porn can be compared to
racist ideology which reinforces racism
but also provides an outlet for whites.
Because if white people stop blaming
Black people for their problems, they
might start attacking the government; so
racism becomes a safety valve for the
status quo.
As movements for liberation grow
stronge'i reaction also increases its effort
to keep the oppressed down. This struggle
can be reflected in the ideological
spheres. Here, porn plays this role of
defender of the status quo. As the status
quo becomes more and more challenged,
porn becomes wilder and wilder in its
forms of degrading women in a frantic and
futile effort to hold women down . But the
word of oppression can never hold back
the act of liberation. Porn is but the swan
song of male supremacy .
Pornography also reflects, in genera l ,
society's age-old problem the inability to
deal with human sexua lity.
In earlier historical periods, it was
denied . Now its distorted. Someday it will
be accepted.
Mea nwhile, understanding pron's role,
wha t does one do about it . For example,
some feminists, enraged by the showing in
New York of "Snuff" films, which show
women being tortured and killed for kicks,
joined with anti-porn crusaders to ban the
film. When the hysteria erupted in
Chicago about child porn, many reacted
with disgust and immediately gangs were
formed to "root out child porn " . As a
result people began screaming about
"homosexual rings · · and the police began
to round up gay.:: for questioning.
What's at issue
The trap ts apparent from this last
example. When Larry Flynt, editor and
publisher of H ustler was found guilty of
" pa ndering obsenity", the group that
spea rheaded his prosecution was the
Ctiizens for Decent Literature, a group
that is no more a friend of women than
Flynt is. They are the same right wing
forces that oppose abortion, ERA, busing
and a large number of social issues.
Whenever they succeed in censoring
someone, no matter what you may think of
the material that is censored, it is a blow
against everyone's right to free speech.
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Today the reactionaries are protecting us
against obscenity. Tomorrow it will be
abortion i nformation or socialism, <r
wha tever the system wants to reject.
At the same time that the "decency
campaign" is being organized other at
tacks on womens rights, gay rights and
civil rights are occurring. Phylis Schlafly
in her syndica ted column called for
locking up Larry Flynt for 25 years .
Usually her columns are loaded with at
tacks on everyone fighting for human
progress. Anti-pornographic campaigns
become linked with attacks on everything
progressive.
Moreover, recent court rulings have
provided da ngerous ammunition for this
war on freedom of speech. In 1973 and 1974
the U.S. Supreme court ruled that films or
literature are obscene if they offend the
average person applying contemporary
community standards. The court made it
clear that by "community standards" it
meant the prevailing attitudes in any
given village, town, city or state.
Thus, Flynt was convicted for offending
"contemporary community standards" i n
Cincinnati, headquarters o f the right-wing
Citizens for Decent Literature.
Similarly, Al Goldstein, editor of Screw
magazine, w as
dragged
from
his
headquarters i n New York last year to
Wichita , Kansas, where he was indicted on
Federal obscenity charges . He faces jail
for 60 years.
Any editor could be dragged across the
country if some town doesn't like what he
or she is printing.
This goes beyond porn.
'"The governor of New Hampshire
withheld a state arts council grant to a
literary magazine because he considered
a particular poem offensive.
•one
Illinois
community
censored
Edgar Lee Master's Sppon River An
thology .
*A North Dakota school district fired a
school teacher for assigning James
Dickey's Deliverance and Kurt Vonnegut's
Slaughterhouse-Five. The school district

Return this application today! !
Below are listed the Standing Committees of the University Assembly and a brief
description of the function of each committee.
The Assembly is asking that all interested parties within the U niversity community
volunteer for the committee of their choice ( i ndicating, i f possible, second and third
choices ) . The University Assembly Executive Committee will review a ll a pplica tions
and select the representatives for each committee. The committees will be composed
of representatives of ech constituent g roup in the University community.
All appointments will be for a one year term and subject to University Assembly
Regulations. Even though you may a l ready be on a Standing Committee, YOU MUST
REAPPLY.
NAME :
College
Faculty
Support Staff

0

0

Please i ndicate choices in order of preference :
A. COMMITTEE ON E DUCATIONAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
This committee will generate policies on all educational matters that are
Universi ty-wide in nature and will review educational policies and programs
referred to it by collegial , support, or other budgeted units.
Have you served on this committee before? Yes
No
Please state your reasons a nd/or special qualifications for wanting to serve on
this committee.

B. COMMITTEE ON FISCAL RESOURCES
This committee will generate policies on financial matters that are U niversity
wide and will review matters on fiscal policies developed by budgeted units a nd
referred to it by the Vice President of Administration, his office, or the specific
budgeted unit.
Have you served on this committee before? Yes

No

Please state your reasons a nd/or special qualifica tions for wanting to serve on
this committee.

also burned the books !

The banning of books has also involved
boo ks by or about Black people. The Island
Trees school board in Levittown, New
York, banned nine books from the high
school library including The Best Short
stories by Negro Writers. edited by
Langston Hughes ; Eldridge Cleaver's Soul
on Ice, and Richard Wright's Black Boy .
This shows the main problem when it
comes to censorship. Who decides what to
ban and on what basis. What about
abortion information, or gay li terature or
the movie Last Tango in Paris, directed by
Italian Communist party supporter Berna
rdo Bertolucci?
Some of the da ngers of government
censorship were pointed to by Susan
Sherman in a symposium on pornography
in the June issue of the film magazine
Cineaste: "Censorship laws in this country
although brought in by legislation against
films lkke Deep Throat will never be used
against pornogra phy, sexism or racism in
any real way. I bel ieve the resurgence of
discussion of pornography at this time is
to pave the way for further Supreme Court
reactionary decisions, to set up legal
weapons against 'permissiveness' , a word
which nas always been used basically
against the 'enemies' of the establ ishment,
rea l erotic and political films and
literature, to cite a few exampl es : Lenore
Kandel's love poems, Ginsburg's Howl,
Joyce's Ulysses.
Although
pornography
insults
and
degrades women, censorship will not
advance the goals of the feminist
movement . " Historically, obscenity laws
have been a n obstacle to women's
liberation, ' ' feminist Ellen Willis wrote in
the March 24 Rolling Stone. How can one
discuss women's right to sexual pleasure,
reprductive freedom etc . in an at
mosphere where su<.h subJects cannot be
freely discussed.
The key to battling the degrading image
of woman portrayed in porn is to build the
movement for liberation of women This in
turn will create a society where interest in
pornography will be on the level of the
interest in the game of Croquet . This will
not mean a denial of sexuality as in the
victoria! period, but a lack of i nterest i n
degrading sexuality.

or Unit
Student
Com munity Member

Civil Service

0

C . COM M ITTEE ON TH E FUTURE
This committee will work closely with the Office of Research and Planning in
order to generate guidelines a nd policies to direct the University toward what it
should be. Fi ve-year and ten-year plans will be i n conti nuous·development .
Have you served on this committee before? Yes

No

Please state your reasons and/or special qualifications for wanting to serve on
this committee.

0

C. COM M ITTEE ON GOVERNANCE
This committee will concern itself with continual evaluation and modification
of the present U niversity governance system.
No
Have you served on this committee before? Yes
Please state your reasons a nd/or special qualifica tions for wanting to serve on
this committee.

0

E. COM M I TTEE ON H UMAN SERVICES
This committee will concern itself with the generation of Uni versity-wide
policies a ffecting any a nd a ll constituencies of the U niversi ty, and it will review
policies generated by personnel in a l l budgeted units.
Have you served on this commi ttee before? Yes

No

Please state your reasons a nd/or special qualifica tions for wanting to serve on
this committee .

..J

F. COM M I TTEE ON PH YSICAL RESOURCES
This committee will generate policies concerning University-wide physical
faci lities generated by oudgeted units
Have you served on this committee before? Yes

No

Please state your reasons a nd/or special qualifications for wanting to serve on
this committee.

Please return this application form to Diane Hallisy, the University Asse mbly
Secretary, or to the I nformation Office at the Main E ntrance.

'
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1 . Islam
The word "Islam" is derive from the
Arabic root "Sa la'm" which means,
among other things, to be at perfect peace,
to surrender oneself to God with Whom
peace is made. Consequently, "Islam"
could be defined as "peace through sub
mission to God and obedience to His Law,"
or "seeking peace, both from within and
from without by dedicating one's life to
God, living for Him and following the way
of life which pleases
Him . " Thus,
"Mohammedanism" is a m isnomer of
Islam, for it implies that Muhammad and
not God, is the founder of this religion.
Muhammad was only a man and a
messenger who transmitted God's Divine
Message to mankind.
Islam as such is not a "new" religion
wh1ch started in the seventh century with
the advent of Prophet Muhammed. It is
rather the culmination and verification of
the
same
esse n t i a l
message
of
monotheism , submission, and obedience
c i.e., Islam l prea�hed by all messengers
and prophets of God from Adam to
Abraham to Moses and Jesus c may peace
be upon them all l .
Islam does not take its name from its
prophet, nor does it lake it from a nation or
a geographical boundary. It is rather a
Universal faith and ideology to any human
being regardless of his background, color,
race, or nationality.
2. Allah
"Allah" means the "one and only True
God . " In this paper, for convenience of
communication, the word "God" will be
used to refer to "Allah. " Elaboration on
this is provided on pages 7, 8 and 9.
3. M u ham mad
He is the last Messenger of God who
received the last and final of God'& l{oly
Books. he broug_ht to perfection, in the
most comprehensive and pure form , the
same essential message whicll was
revealed by God through a long chain of
prophets who were raised before hi m . His
message is uni versal and is di rected to all
mankind :
" Say < M uhammad > : 0 mankind ! Lo ! I
am the messenger of Allah to you all . "
< 9ur'an 7 : 158)

·

The need for such a universal message
and universal messenger of God could be
easily understood by observing the great
variat ions and differences in the essential

religious beliefs all over the world, almost
all of which are clai med to be God's
•
revelation in one way or the other.
A puzzling question is raised here : If
God is One, and Only and is the Source of
all divine revelations, would He reveal

essentially contradictory divine messages
to mankind? And if some details of God's
Commands varied so as to fit in with the
variations

in

the

degree

of

mar.

responsibility to expiate the error of his
disobedience.
Moreover,
the Qur'an
teaches that Adam did pray for pardon and
was forgiven. This is consistent with the
very concept of God and His predom inant
attributes : Mercy and Forgiveness. God
the Almighty, who is the Creator and
Sustainer of all the universe is also the
final authority to grant for iveness' of
which He Himself is the Source.
Moreover, God who created man and is
a:w are of his weakness, never rejects
smcere repentance and prayers for
forgiveness, such as Adam requested .
Ac�ordi � g to Islam, man should ap
.
_
preciate h� s dtgmty
as a responsible being,
stand on his own feet, and work out his own
salvation through God's guidance, for no
one can act on behalf of another or in·
tercede between God and Man.
' "And when My servants ask you
< Muhammad> concerning Me, I am indeed
close < to them l : I answer the prayer of the
suppliant when he calls on Me. So let them
hear My call and let them trust in Me. in
order that they may be led aright . · ·
C Qur'an 2 : 1 86 l
7 . Faith and Action

to be just with ourselves and with our
fellow human beings. To worship God is to
"live" life righteously and not to run away
from it.
" It is not righteousness that ye turn your
faces to the East and the West ; but
righteous is he who believeth in Allah and
the Last Day and the angels and the
Scriptures and the Prophets ; and giveth
the wealth, in spite of the Jove of it, to
kinsfolk and to orphans and the needy and
the wayfarer and to those who ask ; and to
set slaves free ; and observeth proper

g

worship ; and payeth and poo r due. And
those who keep their treaty when they
make one; and the patient in tribulation
and adversity and time of stress. Such are
they who are sincere. Such are the God
and death be contradictory and still all be fearing." ( Qur'an 2 : 177)
claimed to be God's truthful revelation?
Man is neither a primarily "evil
creature," nor is he required to live as "an
4. Qur'an < Kora n )
. To Muslims, the Qur'an is the last of Angel ." Material im pulses were created
God's Holy Books. Every world in the by God in order to perpetuate life. Hence,
Qur'an is the Word of God. which He such impulses are not unclean per se. It is
revealed
to
His
last
messenger rather
the immoral and
improper
t Muhammad 1 through the agency of Angel satisfaction of such impulses which is
shameful and erroneous.
heard it from the prophet.
Man is to be freed from the feeling of
For anv studv of Islam. the Qur'an is the
.
first and most a uthentic source of its basic either superiority or inferiority, for Islam
teachings. The Qur'an is still available in regards all men as equal in the sight of
the complete and original Arabic version God except for the degree of their piety
< t he supplementary source to the Qur'an is and righteousness.
a nd
"0 mankind, surely We have created
sa y i ngs
the
" H a deeth , ' '
the

development and comprehension throug
history, would it be conceivable that tl
fundamental religious concepts such as
the concept of God, sin, prophethood, life

The Muslim believes that faith is not
complete when it is followed blindly or
accepted unquestioningly unless the one
who professes the faith is fully "satisfied. "
If faith is t o inspire action, and if faith and
action are to lead to salvation, then faith
must be founded on unshakable conviction
without any deception or compulsion.
"There is no compulsion is religion. The
right direction is henceforth distinct from
error. And he who rejecteth false deities
and believeth in Allah hath grasped a firm
handhold which will never break . Allah is
Hea ring, Knowing . " < Qur'an 2 . 256 )
Thus, faith without action i s a s in
sufficient as action without faith. No
salvation could be attained unless one's
faith in God becomes dynamic in one's life
and one's beliefs are translated int
corresponding deeds.
"Say, < 0 Muhammad to mankind > if ye
love Allah, follow me; Allah will love you
and
forgive your errors.
Allah
is
Forgiving, Merciful . " < Qur'an 3 : 3 1 )

by the Prophet you male and female, and we have made
elaborations made
Muhammad. The writings of the inspi red you nations and tribes that you may know
followers about Muhammad are called one another <or do good to each other > .
Surely, the noblest o f you, in the sight of
"Seerah . "
Allah is the most pious of you . . . " < Qur'an
5. M a n and P urpose of Life
God's Creation is meaningful and life 49 : 1 3 )
6 . Repentance a n d Sa lvation
has a sublime purpose which transcends
According to Islam, every child is born
the physical needs and material activities
of man. Such a purpose is "to worship innocent and free from any sin what·
soever. Man neither inherits s i n nor i s he
God . "
"I created the Jinn and mankind only responsible for the sins or evil done by
that they worship Me." < Qur'an 51 : 56 >
Yet, the conception of God's worship in
Islam extends beyond ritualistic practices
< such as offering prayers ) . To worship
God is to know Him, to love Him, to obey
His Commandm ents, to enforce his law in
every aspect of life, to serve His cause by
doing the right and shunning the evil, and

others.
"And no burdened soul can bear
another's burden . " < Qur'an 35 : 18)
This is not only a question of j ustice, but
such a concept of man as a responsible
being implies also human freedom and

�

dignity.
"And that man hath only that for which
he makes effort. And that this effort will be
seen." < Qur'an 53 : 39-40 l
For i nstance, it was solely Adam's

B - M G M -B -�1
- MANAGEM ENT
TRAINEE. Six to nine months of training
will be provided. Promotion to Store
Manager, with both profit and bonus in
centives. Applicant must have some retai l
expereince. Manager w i l l d o own buying
and advertisement. This company has 30
stores. Call for appointment .

Unive r s i ty Plac ement

B-SALES-MH-3 2 - SALES-CAREE R
POSITION.
Two· (2)
r�presentatives
wanted for lucrative So. suburban
established territories. Calculator and
mini-computer sales. Requires a solid
math background. Salary, commission
benefits and training with great ad�
vancement potential .

and Cooperative Educat i on O ffi c e

The pos tings in the "Job Mart " are for GSU s tudents and a lwrmi who are
We are unab le to furnish
REGISTERED WITH THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE .
information on the te lephone _, but wi U be happy to furnish information if
you wi l l come into the Placement Office and present the Job Number s hown
above the posi tion in which you are interested.
PS-LO-RD-35 - STUDENT TRAINEE
< Ci ty
Government )
Student
I ntern
positions with a local governmental
agency in the vicinity of Governors State
University. Any student with skills or
interest i n Finance, Public Works, General
Administration and Code Enforcement
should apply.
PS·LO-LM-38 - ASSISTANT NATIVE
PLANT
< PRAI R I E >
LANDSCAPES
WANTED : Intern, student with some
experience or interest in local flora or
landscape materials, Will County Forest
Preserve District <Joliet area l . Student,
under the supervision of the district land
scape architect, will assist in restoring a
ta l l
grass
prairie around
Distric t
buildings. Activities include recognizing
and pulling weeds, collecting prairie seed,
plowing, fencing and other duties as
assigned. Student may be graduate or
undergraduate with soem field work.
Hours arranged. "Positions begin Oc
tober, 1977 and March, 1978. Position�
available only through co-op coordinator.
Louis P. Mule, X2472.

Page 1 1 :
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PS-LC-LM - 39

ASSISTANT LAND
SURVEYORS
< VEGATATIVE )
WANTED : Intern, student with some expereince and interest in local flora to work
for Will County Forest Preserve istrict.
Student, under the supervision of the
District Planner, will assist in surveying
lands in Will County for vegetative quality
and possible additions to the District
systems as well as surveying District
holdings, field work will include expereince in recognizing plant comm unties

D

and evaluating thir environmental quality.
Hours arranged. Position avail. only
through coordinator, Louis F. Mule, X2472.
EAS Credio arranged.

HS.SW-MH-34 - COUNSELOR. To work
with Exceptional Adults. For students who
are about to complete studies in Human
Services and related fields.
E-SP-M H-65
TEACH E RS
FOR
S E V E RELY
AND
P ROFOUNDLY
RETA R D E D .
Master's
Degree
is
preferred, however, persons with B.A. and
classroom experience may apply. Salary
range is $ 1 1 ,628 to $12,720.

B.SALES-BC-33 - INSURANCE SALES.
Training program starts prior to em
ployment. Assigned territory. Opportunity
for promotions into management. Salary
plus commissions. Starting salary is up to
$1,000 per month. Need mature person

S-HA-MH-5 - HOME HEALTH AIDE.
Requires two years of hospital experience.
Must have a car to travel in the Park
Forest South and surrounding areas.
Salary is $3.25 per hour plus mileage.
Hours are 8 : 00 to 4 : 00 - 5 days a week. ·

R E G I STERED
Ful l-time
a nd
hospital i n the
Englewood community that is expanding
its facility. For further details see the

S-NU RS- M H - 1 7
Pa rt-time
NURSES.
positions. This is at

University Placement Office.

T-BC·51 - PROJECTION ENGINEER.
Cost analysis, operational sequence in
projection oriented projects. Industrial
engineering is a plus but not required.
Good starting position for recent graduate
A SS I ST A N T
B - M G M T - B C -4Q
MANAGE R. Work i n a women&s clothing
store. Previous experience in sales is
desired. To work 38 to 40 hours per week.
Also need a SALESW OMAN. Previous
sales expereince is necessary . Pay is
negotiab le. Call for appointm ent.

•

middle twenties
necessary.

or

over.

Degree

not

E-EL-M H-96
LANGUAGE ARTS
TEACHER. For 7th and 8th grades. Must
have at least 18 seme5ter hours i n
Language Arts. Position open November 1 ,
1977 . Mail credentials. Temporary
for
1977-78 school year.
E -S E C - M H - 1 26
PA RT-T I M E
TEACHER-INDUSTRi AL
ARTS.
P12

day - five days per week) Teaching Basic
Shop Math and Blue Print Reading for
high school students, but would like to
instih1te 6-7-8 grade industrial arts.
E-HE-BC-341 - INSTRUCTORS FOR
BASIC EDUCATION COURSES FOR
ADULTS. Minimum of a Bachelor of Arts
degree required. To teach Adult Basic
Education and
General
Educational
Development < G . E . D ) classes in both
.
English and Spanish.

. .

The U.S. Civil Service Commission has
anror�••nced that the PACE examination for
recent college graduates to qualify for
Federal employment will only be giver
twice this academic year - January 1971
and April 1978. Applications for th•
January 197" testing will be accepted
during the period of November 1 through
30, 1977 , and applications for the April 1978
testing will be accepted from February 1
through 28, 1978. If you have any interest in
Federal employment, please contact the
University Placement Office in Room E1110 for more information.
On Tuesday, October 18, 1977, from 3 : 00
p.m. to approximately 7 : 00 p.m., in the
WEE Community Conference Center,
members of the Cook County Department
of Corrections will be on campus to
describe the job opportunities available
with their agency. Primary ccnsideration
will be given to persons interested in the
position of Corrections Officer. Further
information regarding this position is
available in the Placement Office.
Remember, on October 17, 1977 , a
representative from E.J. & E. Railroad
will be on campus to interview accounting
students. If interested, you MUST contact
the University Placement Office IM
MEDIATELY to make appointments for
your interview.
Microfiche from Illinois State Em
ployment Service is now available on a
daily basis in the Media Department of
LRC.
E-HE-MH-333 - Dept. of Finance and
B u s i n e s s L a w . W i s c on s i n . 1 )
Specialization in Investment Manageme? t
and Business Fiannce., teach undergrad m
Fiannce. Rank-Asst. Professor. Deadline
Feb. 15, 1978 for Sept. 1978. 2 ) Half-time
teaching. Sepcialization in Business Law.
Teach undergrad in Business Law, J.D.
(prefer· with MBA) past teachi ng
.
desirable Rank-Asst. Professor. Deadhne
Feb. 15, 1978 for Sept. ! . 1 9'78
E-HE-MH-334 - Regional Director Extension College. A master ' s degree and
a minimum of 3 years experience is
preferred. Responsible to Dean of Ex
tension College for the supervision of the
educational
program
w i th i n
a
geographical designation. Liaison with
units and central office. Development of
overall program ri Extension College.
Development or revision of policy and
procedures, manage the progra� ?f
regional center, responsible for penodic
evaluation of staff within an assigned
region, arrange for supportiVe services.
Starting salaries range from E-HE-MH331 - Dept. Marketing has 2 positions open
for faculty 1 ) Area of Specialization Retail Mgt., Promotion, Consumer
Behavior. Responsibilities include
teaching graduate, undergraduate and
professional courses in marketing and
contribute to departmental research and
public service missions. P!I.D. in Busi �ess
with speciality in marketmg. Appropnate
quantitative and statistical co�es. 2 )
Area of Specialization - Industnal f\.� �g.
.
Sales Mgt. Sales training. Respons1b1hty
will include teaching grad. under-grad.
and professional courses and contribute to
departmental research and p�blic ser:vice
missions. Ph.D in Business w1th specialty
in marketing. Contacts with Wisconsin
sales executives important. Position in
Wisconsin. Deadline - November 1, 1977.
For Fall term 1978-79 Ill may open second
semester 1977-78.
E-HE-MH-335 - Assistant Director of
Financial Aids Su1 .ervision and knowledge
of the internal OIJE!ration of the Financial
Aids Office, il"cluding coordinaytion of
major program areas, E.g. Federal, State
and Local. BA required, MA preferred.
Starting date 11/1/77. Appreciation Cut-off
Date October 15. 1977.
.
iH-338 - Instructor, Electromcs,
of Electro Technology, Division of
Oc� pational/Technical
Education.
Primary responsibility will be to teach and
conduct laboratory experiments in Electro
Technology Area with emphasis on In
dustrial Electronics and to develop
curricula in the field of Industrial Elec
tronics. A minimum of 2 yrs. industrial
experience in the desig� dev�lopment
and/or maintenance of mdustnal elec
tronics with emphasis on current solid
state and relay logic and digital systems.
Master's Degree in subject directly
related to the position being filled or
equivalent technical education or w rk
?
e x p e r i e n c e . C o m m e n s u r a te w 1 th
education and experience. Salary scale
beginning at $11,500. Starting date Jan.
_ 1978. Deadline N_Qv. 21, 1977.

�
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E-HE-MH-339 - Associate Dean of In
struction
Continuing Education and
Community Services. Doctorate desirable.
Educational background which affords a
thorough understanding of the philosophy
and functions of a comprehensive com
munity college and successful comm� ity
college administrative expere1�ce,
preferably in continuing �ducati on,
.
community education and pubhc serv1ce.
Starting date Jan. 1, 1978 or as soon as
possible after that date. Deadline Nov. 18,
1977.
E-HE-MH-340 - Maize breeder, to serve
as corn improvement specialist on USAID
sponsored technical assistance project in
Peru. In cooperation with counterpart
Staff the specialist with assist the
Peruvian maize coordinnnator to ac
celerate a program for introduction of cold
tolerance disease and insect resistance,
earliness, and reduct plant height into
upland corm varieties and to improve
. .
network for testing and mulbphcat10n of
improved
genetic materials and
demonstration of their merits to farm
producers. PHD of equivalent � n pla?t
breeding, with significant expenence m
corn breeding either in thesis research or
subsequent to completion of degree.
Starting date Jan. 1, 1978. In! tial
.
assignemnt for 18 months. Apphcations
accepted until Dec. 1, 1977 .

'

E-HE-MH-330 - Evening Asst. Director of
Union. Supervise overall operationa� areas
of bldg : Main office, Pub, �whng, &
.
Recreational Center. Superv1se mam
tenance of Proper security. Supervise and
evaluate arrangement of scheduled events
in the Union. Work woth various student
organizations. Hire, train, sch�ule and
supervise personnel of Bowhng and
Recreation Room. Responsible for Payroll
records of student employees and Evening
Report. Salary $8,500-9,200 after 6 months.
Parent - Infant Edu.cation.
E-SP-MH4i3
Master' s Degree in �arly � hlldhood
Education with approval m S� lal Edu�a
tion. Two yrs. work expenence with
children or families.
_

Instruc tor-Nur sing
E-HE-M I-336
Education. NLN accredited ADN �rogram
beginning Oct/77. Involve teachmg .n�
sing courses, p lanning and .supervlsmg
clinical laboratory expene nces for
students, conducting student conferenc�s
and participation with other faculty m
total program development. E �cellent
salary schdule and fringe ben�f�ts. Ap
plicants must be licensed .or ehglb.le for
licensure as a professional. nurse m the
State of Illinois. Education and . ex
perience : Bachelors in Nursing req� r� ,
Master's Degree in Nursing , MaJO� m
Clinical Nursing preferred. CMedi�al
Surgical Nursing preferr ed.) Te_a chl �g
experience in Nursing and expereJcne. m
Clinical Nursing preferred. D�adlme
October 14, 1977. In-state, outside of
Chicago Area.
_

E-HE-BC-344 - DIRECTOR OF PER
SONNEL SERVICES. Requires a B.S. in
Administration or Business, experience in
Personnel relations, negotiations, and
ability to administrate legal rules,
regulations, as well as develop clear forms
and procedures. Masters degree in Ad
ministration is desirable. Effective date of
employment is January 1, 1978. Salary
range is $17,000 to $22,000. APPLICATION
DEADLINE IS October 31, 1977.
E-HE-BC-3431 - INSTRUCTOR IN
E CONOMICS/BUSINESS.
Masters
Degree in Economics is preferred.
Masters Degree in Business Ad
ministration with heavy emphais in
Economics will be considered. Effective
date of employment is January, 1978.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS October
31, 1977
E-HE-BC-345
M A RKETING
DEPARTMENT FACULTY. Open for
Spring semester 1978. Requires a masters
degree, some appropriate teaching and/�r
business experience. Salary range IS
$12,500 to $14,000 for nine months. Campus
housing available. This position is in
NORTH DAKOTA. Send resume and
references bv NOVEMBER 15; 1977.
M-PT-MH-71 - WORKING MOTHER ' S
AIDE. Hours from 3 : 20 to 6:00 Monday
through Friday. Person must have care as
job entails driving children to lessons.
Childrens ages are 7 and 13. Involves
aosme housekeeping and laundry. $3.00
per hour.

technical operations of a Department with
the Federal Government. Applicants must
be an Ex-Offender and enrolled at GSU in
a curriculum leading to a Bachelor ' s
degree.

M-PT-MH-72 - WAKE-UP SERVICE.
Person is to call gas stations to see if they
are open. If not, call station manager.
Hours are 4 : 30 to 7 : 30 A.M. Pay is $3.50 per
hour.

PS-FED-RD-37 - STUDENT TRAINEE
<Federal Government - Washington, D.C. )
There are several intern postions in Wash
ington, D.C. Interested students should be
.
enrolled in a Cooperative Education
Program at GSU in a curriculum leading
to a Bachelor' s degree.

M-PT-MH-73 - KITCHEN HELP. Should
have some past experience in kitchen,
preferably cooking. Hours are negotiable.
Minimum salary is $3.00 per hour. Can be
more if person is experienced.
M-CL-MH-11 - MAIL CLERK. Requires
typing ability. Switchboard experience is
preferred. No degree is required. Hours
are from 8 : 00 to 4 : 30 with a salary of $700
per month. Call for appointment.

PS-FED-BC-38 - ADMINISTRATI VE
OFFICER. GS-341-7. This is a U.S. Civil
Service job opportunity. For full
qualifications and information regarding
application see the University Placement
Office. Position is located in Evanston, II.
and the salary is $11,523.00. AP
PLICATIONS MUST BE POSTMARKED
BY October 14, 1977.
JOBS AVAILABLE IN CHill
There are four work/study jobs requiring
skills in general office work, filing, an
swering student inquiries and typing.

M-ML-MH-57 - Several vacancies as
POSITION,
EDITORIAL
follows :
SENIOR STAFF ACCOUNTANT, DATA
PROGR AMMER/
KEYBO ARDER,
ANALYST, and EDITORIAL POSITION.
For further details and qualifications see
the Placement Office.
M-ML-BC-58 - EDP POSITIONS.
Programmer Trainees, Programmer Operator, Programmer Analyst, Com
puter Operator, Word Processing A_nalyst,
and Software Manager. For deta1ls and
further information see the Placement
Office.
M-ML-MH-59 - The new Job list from the
UMCA of Metropolitan Chicago is in the
University Placement Office.
M-OTHE R-BC-60
UNIVE RSITY
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE. This is a six·
month position. The Research As� ociatE
will be involved in the recru1tmen1
process. Starting date will be November 3.
E-OTHER-BC-82 - TUTOR. Work !ho
months of October and Nove�ber tut�rm �
a British youth who is on location makmg '
film for 2oth Century Fox in Chicago. Mus
tutor in anthropology, history.. french
spanish, math, physics and enghsh. Tuto
must be approved by the Royal �oard c
London. Salary is negoti.a le With 20t
Century Fox. Send credentla s.

�

Four jobs available as Research Assistant
e job available for Computer Program
mer.
See Mrs. Laken for further information.

-------�

Responsible Female to share apartment
with same in Park Forest South. $129.00
month half utilities. x2260 9-5 or 534-0548
after 6 : 00 P.M.

I

P I ANO TUN I NG A D R EPAI R . Tra i ned
t ec h n i cian - J . C h i cra . 534 11579.
I >I SCOU N T TO GSU STU D E TS.

I

Former secretary and statistical typist
will do private typing and. minor editing.
Call after 1 : 30 p.m. 754-5309.
Five kittens free to any good home. Call
Cleo at 534-5000. ext. 2 1 94.

E-OTHER-MH-83 - TEACHER AIDE. I
an alternate school. Degree n�t necessar)
Term papers. reports, thesis, typed
Open immediately. Salary IS $3 · 30 pe 1
professionally at reas. rates. 349-8175.
hour.
L E A � N I N C PIANO TUN ING AND REPAIR . Trained
E -S P - M H -64
hiS wor tec.hn ician - J. Chi era. 534-0579
�·
H
TEA
S
ILITIE
DISAB
� �
will be in a learning dlsablhty resourc� DISCOUNT TO GSU STUDENTS.
room Open immediately. Salary Wit
Help Wanted : Merchandisers. Part time,
bach�lors and no experience is $10,00
AM & P M. Hours available. o experience
Bachelors degree is required.
necessary. Phone for appointment : 799SOCIAL WORKEI 8286 .
HS-SW-BC-35
Requires a B.A. degree and must be
lingual. Case load of � ou.th .f�om 12-.
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at
years of age involved m mdlVIdual ar lowest prices. High profits; NO IN
family counseling.
VESTMENT REQUIRED.

�

_

�

For details, contact : FAD Components,
H A L F - T I M Inc. 65 Passaic
HS- S W - M H - 3 6
Ave., P.O. Box 689, Fair
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SE.RVIC � field, New Jersey 07006 - Ilene Orlowsky
Socn
m
WORKER. Requires a masters
201-227-6884
Work or related field and/or 2 years el
perience working with youth. Salar ' Immediate opening for art student or
.
Range is $4500 to $5500.
teacher to help Special Education stud�nt
with basic art skills. Good wages - mHS-SW-MH -37 - GHIGH SC HOOl
SERVICE WORKER. Requires a masten
in social work or related field and/or 2 yrs. Term pape rs, reports, thesis, typed
expereince working with youth. Salary professionally at reas. rates. 349-8175.
range is $9.000 to $11, (0.

I

I

�

E
PS-FED-RD-32 - STUDENT RRAI
< GS-009) This is a developmental pos1t� on
structured to familiarize the Coopera�1ve
Education student w i th techmcal
operations of the Commission in the
Palcement and Intergovernmental Per
sonnel Program OPP) areas. Applica� ts
must be a Junior or first semester Semor
and enrolled in a Cooperative Educat! on
Program at GSU in a curriculum leading
to a Bachelor's Degree. Starting salary
ranges from $7,408 - $9,303. Interviews will
start October 1, 1977.
PS-FED-RD-33 - STUDENT TRAINEE
(Juniors, Seniors and Post Gra�uate
Students ) with the In-House Ex.perlen.ce
Program 0-MEP). The 1-HEP IS an .m
ternship system designed to pro�1de
professional business career experemce
for Undergraduate and Graduate students.
Starting date 11/1/77.
PS-FED-RD-36 - STUDENT TRAINEE
< Ex-Offenders only). This is a d��el?P
mental position structured to fam1ha�ze
the Cooperative Education students w1th

::Pa. 'l.k 9ow.t <:South , [][£.
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